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It 's a proud moment for all to

declare that Our School Principal
Dr. Reeta Hashia won accolades as

she received the Prestigious Award

for being the Corona Warrior of
India organized by Avantika Corona
Warriors Award 2021 .She bagged

certificate of Appreciation for her

invaluable contribution towards the

welfare of students and making

education easily accessible to them

in this lockdown period .
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Baisakhi is one of the beautiful festivals of Sikh
and Hindu. It is celebrated to mark the
harvesting of the first summer crop. The
gurudwara is decorated in a magnificent
manner on this particular day . Activities
organized for Baisakhi celebration. A beautiful
turban and dhol making activities done by
students. Teachers explained about Baisakhi
very well. Student enjoyed all the activities.
Kids performed extremely well in Punjabi
songs. Teachers had motivated each and every
kid to participate in dance. It was wonderful
celebration. 

EYE MASK FOR
WELCOME PARTY

BAISAKHI CELEBRATION WITH
TURBAN AND DHOL ACTIVITY

Brilliant’s convent school celebrated virtual
welcome party. All student were very excited. Our
respected principal, in-charges and BCS teachers
celebrated welcome party with lots of energy and
enthusiasm where in the cake cutting ceremony
done by our respected mam. All student together
made a welcome party eye mask. Teachers and
students came to the online party wearing eye
mask. Our tiny tots had celebrated this event with
their teachers who gave an excellent live
performance to kids to make it more appealing .



NAVRATRI
ACTIVITY
Navratri is the grand Hindu festival of
India. The festival celebrates the nine
incarnations of Goddess Durga. Our
small tiny tots used painting colour to
create Goddess Durga feet. 

EMOTION’S
ACTIVITY
This is very interesting activity. All
students made different faces like
happy face, sad face, angry face,
surprised face etc. Teachers explained
about our feelings and emotions very
well. We must say that the brilliantian
had made this activity with their
outstanding work and talent. 

INTERNATIONAL
DANCE DAY
The art of dance is one of the earliest
and longest standing forms of
entertainment. International dance day
is also known as world dance day. It is
observed on 29 April globally. Our
brilliantian performed very well in
hollywood songs. They beautifully
dressed up and have shown
outstanding performance.

ACTIVITY TIME

EARTH DAY ACTIVITY
Earth is one of the eight planet of our solar system that
revolves around the sun. Earth is the only known planet
that supports life in the entire solar system. It is very
precious planet. Pre school and pre primary students
planting a plant and made our earth green. Kids spoke
slogan- GO GREEN HUG THE TREE, SAVE THE EARTH, SAVE
THE PLANET. 



“ H A R V E S T  F E S T I V A L S :  A
T I M E  T O  C E L E B R A T E
M O T H E R  E A R T H ! ”
This activity moulded our students’ knowledge about
the Plethora of Harvest Festivals that adorn different
cultures in our country. For a country largely
dependent on agriculture, harvest becomes one of the
most important events across the nation. The students
learnt about the different harvest festivals of India like
Lohri, Baisakhi, BasantPanchami, Bihu, Onam etc. The
activity also introduced the students to the colourful
and joyous world of festivals. The activity was aimed to
create a sense of acceptance among the students and
make them realise the similarities between the
different harvest festivals of our country. 
Class I- The students of class I were given colouring
sheets related to Harvesting Festivals. They were also
taught about the different dance forms performed
during these festivals and the various rituals involved. 
Class II- Collage of different harvest festivals
celebrated in the different states of India was prepared
by the students of class II. This activity enabled the
students to know the names and importance of these
festivals across India.

S A N D W I C H  M A K I N G  A C T I V I T Y
When a child cooks a new food on their own,
they are more likely to eat it.
Developing life skills can begin with a hands-on
task such as making your own sandwich. This is
a great way to encourage independence, practice
fine-motor skills, and foster self-confidence in a
child. 
It was good to see the students turning into little
chefs. Parents also took an active part by
guiding & assisting their children. The colourful
sandwiches were cut in various shapes and sizes
and were a delight to watch. 
When children say, “I made it myself”, they feel a
sense of accomplishment that can help the child
to become more self-confident.



WORLD HERITAGE DAY 
Our School was pleased to inform the students
about the activity on World Heritage Day. We
shared invitation video through our WhatsApp
group. The activity was scheduled on
12.04.21,Monday.Teachers gave the instructions to
the students as the students were advised to learn
about one monument and class teachers were
instructed to listen from them through Google
meet app. We took the activity and students
actively participated. Teachers also prepared the
students for Nukkad natak as we wanted to give a
message on World Heritage Day” How to preserve
the World Heritage sites”. We framed one video on
this. In which, Sanvi khurana of class VC
introduced about the World Heritage Day.
Students( Mohika, Sarvottam, Srishti,Ahaan and
Rishika) performed the Nukkad Natak and gave a
powerful message. Few photos of activities that
was done in the class were also included in the
video which we uploaded on our Facebook page.
Students shared videos on different monuments
and they enjoyed doing this activity a lot . 

WORLD EARTH DAY

Our School organised the World Earth Day where
our motive was to awaken the students regarding
the ongoing situation of how our mother Earth is
suffering. We portrayed 2 Earths, One who was
really happy i.e an old Earth and the other one was
really sad i.e the present Earth. Our Students
beautifully performed both the roles and we
uploaded this on our Facebook page. One student
also sang a song on our mother Earth. Virtual
activity was also organised by the teachers
through Google meet app. to spread the message
of stop using plastic bags. Instead of that we
should use paper bags.The students made a poster
on this and later on sent the posters to the
respective teachers. Our students really enjoyed
this virtual celebration. 



BCS teachers has introduced new method of teaching while using creative activities
and play way method to make children understand in a better manner. Students have
done different activities for all subjects for e.g., hindi caterpillar activity, join the
number activity, colourful hair pasting, healthy bites, doll making activity, picture
pasting activity, fork printing, find the path activity, bunny slider activity, hair
pasting in doll etc. teachers had motivated each and every kids to participate in
every activity

BEING CREATIVE IS NOT A HOBBY INSTEAD
IT'S A WAY OF LIVING QUALITY LIFE.

YOGA (FITNESS FREAK)
Yoga is a type of discipline to shape us physically
and mentally. Yoga is considered a good practice
to lead peaceful and healthy life. This is very
important for everyone. Pre-school and Pre-
primary kids have learned yoga poses like tree
pose, chair pose, dance pose, butterfly pose,
mountain pose, etc. with the help of teachers

RED DAY CELEBRATION 
May month is going to be red colour month. Red
is very beautiful and bright colour. Students of
nursery wing have done different activities like
strawberry making activity, cherry making
activity, crab making activity. All kids have
enjoyed the activities. Our tiny tots have given a
very interesting and innovative presentation on
red day. They explained about red colour object
very well. That was very educational and
beneficial presentation. 



WORLD FAMILY DAY 
The memories we make with our family is everything. On 15th May,

it is the family day and our student Tiara of class IV explained the

importance of family. Our teacher miss Hardeep Kaur told how life

was different before the pandemic situation. How everyone used

to enjoy and lived a carefree life. We showed this through a skit.

Where in everyone was busy with their work. But after covid

everything is changed and tables are turned. How we crave to go

outside and want to live one carefree life again. We showed this

difference through a skit where family was suffering from covid-19

and everyone was helpless. As we say without mother life is

different. And when she suffers. We cannot live our life peacefully.

Everything seems a great mess. At the end,it was shown how

students are with their family and doing video calls with their

relatives or friends , playing games and eating food together.

Being with our family gives us satisfaction. And makes us happy.

Video portraying all this was uploaded on our Facebook page. 

Plants are very important for this planet and all the

living things , plants provide us with oxygen and fresh

air to breathe and planting them will ensure that we

have fresh air to breathe in future.

This activity helped our bright students to understand

the importance of plants in our life .We conducted the

seed germination activity virtually. By doing this

activity the students practically learnt about the

process of germination, parts of a plant and why plants

are important for our survival.

All the students actively participated in the activity and

they took care of their plants very enthusiastically. They

learnt about the things that are important for the

survival of a plant like air ,water, sunlight etc. They

nurtured their plants with their whole heart. 

This activity made the young learners of Brilliants’

Convent aware about their surrounding and how they

can be an active participant in saving our environment

with their tiny hands.

ART AND CRAFT ACTIVITY
Teachers has introduced new method of teaching

while using play way method and paper craft toy.

Students actively participated in all the activities and

enjoyed thoroughly. For e.g., paper folding activity

(tree, lotus), bunny rabbit (best of out of waste-pot) ,

watch by paper glass.

SEED GERMINATION ACTIVITY



In a very general sense, laughter is a painkiller, and
reduces the stress and anxiety of physical ailments.
We all believe that laughter is the best medicine. A
lot of laughter is therapeutic, keeps us healthy and
kills stress.
Keeping all this in mind and to instill a habit of
laughing amongst our students celebrated this day
with a lot of zeal. Our brilliantians celebrated this
day with Laughter yoga exercises and the kids
laughed their hearts out doing these fun filled
exercises by cracking jokes.  The celebration started
with beautiful speech, jokes, hi
The day was a joyous experience for the children
as well as the teachers.

WORLD LAUGHTER DAY

Brilliants'Convent turned up with another
activity i.e. International Day of Biodiversity to
generate awareness among students for the
crucial role of life.Biodiversity is important to
humans for many reasons. It is also considered
by many to have intrinsic value—that is, each
species has a value and a right to exist, whether
or not it is known to have value to humans.
Students and Teachers had prepared a speech to
highlight its importance and urge for the need to
save it A beautiful poem was recited by Students
and at the end a quiz activity was conducted to
evaluate the knowledge and observational skills
of the kids.

INTERNATIONAL DAY OF
BIODIVERSITY

Brilliants’ Convent School celebrated 
“NUTRITION DAY” with full zeal and enthusiasm. 
Students prepared healthy and nutritious food to highlight the
importance of nutrition for one's body. All the kids presented a lot
of dishes with the flavour of their love while expressing the
nutritive value. Students wore chef caps and aprons in which they
were looking like cute Brilliantian Chef, then they presented their
dishes virtually to the teachers and explained its importance.
It was a great event, parents and students enjoyed a lot. Everyone
praised it.

NUTRITION DAY
"OUR FOOD SHOULD BE OUR MEDICINE AND
OUR MEDICINE SHOULD BE OUR FOOD. “  



Mother’s day is a special day, for all children and mothers as, it celebrates
the bond of love and affection that is everlasting. Mothers are the
emotional backbone of the family, who have the magic touch to heal all
wounds and make all things beautiful.
The students of Brilliants'Convent School hosted their mothers on this
special occasion. The event was held on 12th of May, as mothers were
specially invited to spend a memorable day filled with activities and fun. A
host of performances were planned to honor and appreciate all mothers.
The venue was aptly decorated in keeping with the theme.  Mother’s day
cards, messages and photographs all adorned the venue.
Students had expressed their emotions in different ways as the children
put their best foot forward. All performances exalted the mother as God,
teacher, friend , philosopher and guide and emphasised the truth that a
mother’s love for her child is like nothing else in the world.
Letters of Love’ written by the students, for their mothers were also
distributed .
Students made delicious recipes for their mothers just to realise them
how special they are. The day ended with all mothers and children,
enjoying themselves and taking back fond memories of a day well spent.

A Mother is she
who can take the

place of all
others, but whose
place no one else

can take

MOTHER'S  DAY CELEBRATION



World Environment Day was celebrated on 5th June
through the virtual mode. Our virtual World
Environment Day started with the introduction on
how to protect and safe the environment. The moto
was to celebrate this day and to ensure positive
response towards our environment. The theme of this
world environment day was Eco-system restoration.
Prakram Arora of class- IV Lily showed us how human
beings are destroying the nature. He also showed us
life after few years. How it will be. How things will
change. Whatever we will give to nature it will give us
back. Few students discussed about bio-diversity,
recession and eco system. Through one video which
was shared by them to the respective teacher.
Through one skit students portrayed the importance
of growing trees and how life will be difficult
afterwards. Our students told not to cut trees and
practice afforestation. All this was later uploaded on
our Facebook page. 

L E A R N I N G  I S  T H E
P L E A S U R A B L E  B U T  D O I N G

I S  T H E  H E I G H T  O F
E N J O Y M E N T .

Ecology week
The ecology week was celebrated between 23 june'2020 to 28
june '2020 in  Brilliants’ Convent School at virtual platform on
Google meet app.
The ecology week was celebrated to highlight the importance
of environmental conservation .The teachers and students
initiated this cause wherein numerous activities were held for
an entire week focusing on Environmental issues. The
students of different classes  participated enthusiastically in
different activities such as speech,  Skit Making beautiful
Posters to generate awareness, Terrarium ,Pledge ,Speech and  
video on secret conversation bw earth and other planets,
which is really interesting and informative, as part of the
Environment week.  They also participated in the pledge
taken by the students of different classes to make the Earth a
better place to live in.
“A beautiful and healthy environment starts with us. These
activities were its small contribution towards a –GREENER,
CLEANER AND PEACEFUL EARTH.

WORLD
ENVIRONMENT DAY 



Little hands and imagination minds came together in a
creative burst of energy during the lockdown period by
organising  “Best out of waste” activity   at virtual
platform on Google meet app.
Brilliants' Convent focuses  on the importance of
preserving the environment and learn more about
sustainability. So, It was instructed that they should not
throw away waste things as it  could be used  again for
different purposes and that they should not cause harm
to nature. In order to make children aware of uses of
waste material, a best out of waste activity  was
organised.
Students of class 6 prepared very creative and innovative
models and art items from different waste materials.
They used reusable and recyclable materials like news
papers, shoe boxes, bangles, ice cream stick’s and much
more. Overall it was a wonderful experience.

BEST OUT OF WASTE
(BY CLASS VI)

WISDOM CARDS AND
BOOKMARK ACTIVITY

(BY CLASS VII & IX )

Wisdom cards and Bookmark Activity was
conducted in classes 7 and 9 wherein Students
created an amazing array of  beautiful and meaning
slogans and self created thoughts while leaving
everyone totally impressed. Needless to say its really
inspiring for us.
These activities prove quite experiential and
interesting to the students as they are familiar with
vocabulary, knowledge and information.
Students enjoyed a lot and come up with different
ideas to express their thoughts.



The children were excited to have their fathers with
them for the session. It was lovely to see the father-
child performing tie-tying activity.
The children joyfully cheered for their father’s as
they sportingly participated in various games. A
special story on fathers, “What makes my dad
special” was read out by  the children. The fathers
were delighted to see their children perform acting,
speaking bollywood dialogues and poem recitation.
They made a small snack by mixing ingredients to
prepare a fruit / aloo chaat and relished eating it
together. 
Fun thrilling performances were shown by little kids
It was fun to see the fathers doing different things
such as dressing up their child as themselves and so
on.

Yoga is an invaluable gift of India’s ancient tradition. It
embodies unity of mind and body; thought and action;
restraint and fulfillment; harmony between man and
nature; a holistic approach to health and well-being. It is
not about exercise but to discover the sense of oneness
with yourself, the world and the nature. By changing our
lifestyle and creating consciousness, it can help in well
being.”
International Yoga Day was celebrated by the students and
teachers at virtual platform of Google meet with great
enthusiasm. Students demonstrated various aasans.  Warm up
exercises were taken and all the students performed sitting and
standing aasans, importance of these were explained
simultaneously. The teachers encouraged students to practice
regular yoga to remain fit and improve concentration.
Regular practice of yoga will surely help our students achieve a
better life, physically, mentally and spiritually as well.

FATHER'S DAY

CELEBRATION

YOGA DAY


